The Adventure:
Perform maintenance of portage trails on a canoe route. This may involve building boardwalks, rerouting a part of a trail, clearing deadfall and overgrowth, posting signage and picking up litter. Consider camping over several nights to clear as many trails as possible.

Plan:
- When and where will you clear portage trails?
- What permissions do you need before clearing portage trails? Who should you talk to?
- What gear do you need?
- Will you survey trails before improving them? Consider what maintenance is required: litter pick-up, sign painting, bridge repair, clearing deadfall and overgrowth, etc.
- Will this be an overnight adventure? If so, what preparations do you need to make?

Do:
- Get out and improve some portage trails!

Review:
- What do you know now that you did not know before?
- How did you feel before, during, and after this activity?
- How did the Expedition Team get along?
- How would you describe your Expedition Team's accomplishment?
- What would you do differently in the future?

Safety Note:
- Do you know how to safely use the required tools? If not, how can you find out?
- What potential hazards (e.g. certain plants and animals) should you be on the lookout for?

Online Resources:
- Portage clearing in Temagami
- Friends of Quetico Park
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